21-032915-011 (PLUG)
INNER WIRES
WITH FOIL SHIELD TRIMMED

CABLE
BRAID

FOIL TAPE (4)

Transition Adaptor, Plug, Octonet
Installation Instructions

4 PAIR CABLE

See table for Octonet Cable Recommended, Crimp Tool Settings, Crimping Tools,
Positioners and Instruction/Removal Tool Information
A 1. Cut cable for assembly of Octonet contacts.
Note: Contact assemblies of opposite gender should be assembled at cable
junction adjacent ends, to have inner wire pairs in correct orientation during
contact assembly. Crossing of inner wire pairs from their natural position is
		 not permissible.

A
CABLE JUNCTION
ADJACENT ENDS

CABLE JACKET

B 1. With a razor or scalpel, slit and flair open cable jacket end (.500 approx length)

B

C 1. Using a needle nose pliers or stub tip of wire stripper, grab cable jacket slit end
corner and pull jacket back over itself until 2.000 of cable braid is exposed.
2. Trim away entire exposed cable bundle end to 1.800 dimension shown.
3. Fold cable braid firmly back over cable jacket to expose inner wire pair bundle.
4. Trim away entire end of inner wire pair bundle .300 as shown.

C

SLIT CABLE
JACKET END

O

D 1. Carefully splay wire pairs 45 approx to axis of cable
(do not unravel wire pair foil shield)
2. Trim cable center filler as close to cable braid as possible.
3. Wrap each wire pair foil shield with foil tape as close to cable braid as possible,
using 3M 1181 or 3313 copper foil tape (.250 wide x 2.5/3.0 mil thk - foil + adhesive).
		 Use tape sparingly to avoid build-up. (one complete wrap with small overlap).
E 1. Carefully trim each wire pair foil shield to front edge of foil tape, to expose cable
inner wires (8) as shown.

E

CABLE JACKET
(FOLDED BACK)

2.000
(FOLD BACK CABLE JACKET)
1.800
TRIM ENTIRE BUNDLE
.300
TRIM INNER PAIR BUNDLE

F
FOIL TAPE (4)
CABLE
BRAID
INNER WIRE
PAIR BUNDLE

PAIR WIRE (8)

WIRE PAIR WITH FOIL SHIELD (4)

D

CABLE
BRAID
WRAP WIRE PAIRS WITH FOIL TAPE

F 1. Carefully untwist, spread & straighten pair wires (Do not disturb foil tape wrap).
2. If present & greater than .050 DIA, carefully strip outer insulation layer of each wire
as close to foil tape wrap as possible. (Use wire strippers 22 AWG slot to score &
remove outer insulation. Do not remove inner insulation layer).
G 1. Carefully fold cable inner wires back to center axis of cable
		 (Do not disturb foil tape wrap.)
2. Firmly fold cable braid forward over inner wires and twist together cable braid
strand ends to form point as shown.
3. Slide crimp bushing, large diameter end first, over cable braid until front edge of
bushing is approximately even with front edge of foil tape wrap (under braid).
4. Wrap large diameter end of bushing & cable jacket with tape to maintain position
of the bushing (Can be removed prior to crimping contact outer body & bushing).
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CABLE CENTER FILLER

G
FRONT EDGE OF
BUSHING & FOIL
TAPE WRAP (UNDER BRAID)

H

CABLE
BRAID

CABLE
JACKET

I

Firmly fold cable braid back over crimp bushing and firmly wrap excess cable braid around cable jacket
(not illustrated).
Splay cable inner wire pairs perpendicular to the axis of the cable.
Carefully untwist cable inner wire pairs until they lay straight and untwisted as illustrated.

1. Splayed inner wire pairs should match one of the illustrated wire color patterns shown. If not, grasp any nonconforming wire pair/s and untwist 180°(as close to bushing edge as possible) to match the illustrated wire color
pattern. Note, the mating contact should be assembled to a cable junction end matching the mirrored image of the wire
color pattern used.

J 1. Assemble 4 inner wire pairs through 4 oval holes of shield extension (large diameter end of shield first) until shield
extension butts against cable braid. The inner wire pair color pattern of view i must be maintained by inner wire
pairs exiting shield extension. (suggested assembly procedure: insert 1 wire pair at a time partially through shield
extension holes. After all wire pairs are partially inserted, push shield extension rearward until butted against cable
braid and all inner wires are fully extended through shield extension holes).
K 1.
		
2.
		

Check to make certain the inner wire pair color pattern of view i was maintained by inner wire pairs exiting
shield extension.
Cut all inner wires to .355 length dimension shown (cutting inner wires simultaneously is recommended).
All wires must be cut to equal length.

L 1. Splay inner wire pairs firmly back over shield extension as shown, leaving one wire extended.
2. Strip extended inner wire insulation .115 to expose inner conductor as shown.
M 1. Assemble inner contact over cable center conductor until fully seated against inner wire insulation. Observe center
conductor through contact’s wire inspection hole, to make certain conductor is properly positioned.
2. Crimp inner contact to center conductor using tools listed in table (make certain contact is seated firmly against
wire insulation before crimping).
3. Splay crimped contact and wire back over shield extension and extend second inner wire of wire pair.
4. Repeat stripping of wire insulation per step L2.
5. Repeat crimping of inner contact per steps M1 and M2.
6. Splay crimped contact and wire back over shield extension and extend another inner wire.
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7. Repeat stripping of wire insulation and crimping of inner contacts per step L2 through M6 until all inner contacts
are crimped (8 total).
N 1. Assemble rear insulator assembly key into shield extension keyway until rear insulator’s back surface
butts against shield extension’s front surface (this will result in rear insulator slots being properly aligned
with corresponding splayed inner contact/wire pairs).

L

O 1. One-by-one, assemble wired inner contacts into rear insulator slots until fully seated as shown. Inner
contact’s retention undercut (shown in view N) must be positioned to capture rear insulator’s retention
shoulder (shown in view N), before fully seating inner contact. When contacts are properly seated, inner
contact’s retention shoulder will be positioned in front of rear insulator’s front surface as shown. It is
recommended that the two inner contacts of a wire pairs be assembled into insert slots consecutively,
followed by assembly of the two inner contacts from the opposing wire pair.

M

P 1. Assemble front insulator assembly over inner contacts until rear surface of front insulator butts retention
shoulder of inner contacts as shown. The front insulator key must be centrally aligned with the contact
pair desired at contact positions 1 & 2 (shown in mating face view).
2. Cut away excess cable braid (trim to crimp bushing shoulder as shown).
Q 1. Align front insulator key (shown in view P) with outer contact’s keyway. Slide inner contact assembly
inside outer contact assembly until fully seated. Observe contact’s mating end to make certain inner
contacts are aligned as shown in mating face view.
2. Remove tape used to keep bushing in position (ref G4).
3. Crimp outer contact body and crimp bushing in area shown using tools listed in table.
4. Carefully trim away the excess pulled back outer cable jacket layer up to the rear surface
of the crimp bushing (do not damage or remove the outer jacket inner layer).

O

N

Q

Amphenol
Suggested Wiring
Differential
Pair
1
2
3

P
4

Inner Crimp Tools

Outer Crimp Tools

Amphenol Part
Number

Description

4 Pair Quadrax
Cable
Recommended

Tool (Setting)

Positioner

Tool

Die Set

21-032915-011

Octonet Transition Adapter Plug
(100 Ohm)

W.L. Gore
RCN8966-26

M22520/2-01
(2)

Daniels
K1958

M22520/5-01

Daniels
Y2039
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